This paper presents an overview of the integration approach developed in the PLIB project (officially ISO 132584 "parts Library"). This approach is based on (1) an ontology model, (2) an ontology mapping model, and (3) an ontology-based database model (OBDB).
Introduction
The semantic heterogeneity has been identified as the most challenging issue of data integration since it requires to understand the relationship between data and real world objects to be able to map various conceptualization often based on various point of views. In the traditional data integration approach, domain semantics is encoded in a procedural form. More recent approaches (Wache, 2001 ) explicitly represent domain semantics through ontologies. The commonality of most of these approaches is that data integration is considered a posteriori, once the data sources have been set up.
The goal of this paper is to give an overview of the a priori approach developed over the last 10 years in the PLIB project to provide for automatic integration of engineering component databases and catalogues (ISO, 2004) . The PLIB approach is based on three ideas, leading to the development of three resources.
(1) In a number of structured activity domains, a precise shared vocabulary is already existing to allow personto-person communication. It should be possible to make this vocabulary computers sensible in the form a shared ontology. A context-explicit ontology model, known is the PLIB ontology model, has been developed.
(2) The main characteristic of human activity is to innovate, this means to create specific extensions of existing concepts and practices. An on-tology mapping model allowing a user to define its own ontology as a specialization of a shared ontology has been developed. (3) Integrating data require human and/or computer understanding of data meaning. We have developed a new database model, called Ontology-Based Database (OBDB) where each database contains its own ontology.
We presents an overview of these three models in the three following sections.
2.
Overview of PLIB ontology
The role of a PLIB ontology is twofold. First it is intended to support user interfaces at the knowledge level, both for graphical access and for queries. Second, it provides for automatic integration. PLIB ontologies are: (1) object-flavored (the word is captured by classes and properties), (2) property-oriented (class are only defined when required to define the domain of some properties), (3) conceptual (each entry is a concept defined by a number of facets, both formal and informal, and not a term), (4) multilingual (each entry is associated with a globally unique identifier (GUI), words used in some facets may appear in any number of languages) (5) formal (the PLIB ontology model is specified in EXPRESS); (6) modular (an ontology may reference another ontology); (7) consensual (both the model (Kashyap et al., 1996) , and domain ontologies result from standardization consensus).
Minimizing context-sensitivity
Importance of a context representation for the semantic integration of heterogeneous database was already underlined by a number of researchers in multidatabase systems, both at the schema definition level (Kashyap et al., 1996) , and at the property value level (Goh et al., 1999) . To ensure the feasibility to reach a consensus on an ontology definition (Pierra, 2003) , a PLIB ontology minimizes context sensitivity: (1) definition context explication is done by associating with each properties, the higher class where it is meaningful and with each class the properties applicable to each class; (2) value context explication is done by associating with each context-dependent property value its evaluation context represented as a set of context parameter -value pairs (properties whose values are not context-sensitive are called characteristic properties), (3) value scaling explication is done at the schema level by associating each quantitative property type both with a dimensional equation and with a unit, and (4) to avoid context bias when choosing the properties associated with a class, each class is associated, at the ontology level, with all the properties that are essential for its instances, at least in a very broad context.
Formal definition of PLIB ontologies
Formally, a single PLIB ontology may be defined as a 6-tuple : O =< C, P, IsA, P ropCont, ClassCont, V alCont >, where: (1) C is the set of classes used to describe the concepts of a given domain; (2) P is the set of properties used to describe the instances of C. P is partitioned into P val (characteristics properties), P f onc (context dependent properties) and P cont (context parameters); (3) IsA : C → C is a partial function, the semantic of which is subsumption; (4) P ropCont : P → C associates to each property the higher class where it is meaningful (the property is said to be visible for this class); (5) ClassCont : C → 2 p associates which each class all the properties that are applicable to every instances of this class (rigid properties); (6) V alCont : P f onc → 2 P cont associates to each context dependent properties the context parameters of which its value depends.
Axioms specify that: (1) IsA defines a single hierarchy, (2) visible and applicable properties are both inherited, and (3) only visible property may become applicable. Figure 1 (a) 
Example 1

3.
Inter-ontology mappings PLIB does not assume that all data sources use the same ontology. Each data source may build its local ontology without any external reference. It may also build it based upon one or several reference ontologies (i. e., standard ones). A class of a local ontology may be described as subsumed by one or several other class(es) defined in other ontologies. This means that each instance of the former is also instance of the latter. This relationship is named case-of. Though case-of relationship the subsumed class may either import properties (their GUI and definitions are preserved) or map properties (the properties are different but they are semantically equivalent) that are defined in the referenced class(es). It may also define additional properties. Each mapping object has four attributes : m =< domain, range, import, map >, where: (1) domain ∈ C defines the class that is mapped onto an external class by a case-of relationship; (2) range ∈ GU I ⊂ {string} is the globally unique identifier of the external class onto which the m.domain class is mapped; (3) import ∈ 2 p is a set of properties visible or applicable in the m.range class that are imported in ClassCont(m.domain); (4) map ⊂ {(p, id) | p ∈ P ∧ id ∈ GU I ⊂ {string}} defines the mapping of properties defined in the m.domain class with equivalent properties visible or applicable in the m.range class. The latter are identified by their GUIs.
Example 2 Figure 1 (b) present a (user-defined) ontology mapped on a reference ontology (a). C = {items, products, computer hardware, electronic components, software} and P
= {mass}. M = m1, m2, m3, m4 with m 1 = (item, id1, (), ()) ; m 2 = (products, id1, (id2), ()) ; m 3 = (computer hardware,
id4, (), ()) ; m 4 = (electronic components, id7, (), ()). We note that no properties are mapped, they are all imported.
Axioms (1) and (2) for single ontologies hold. Axiom (3) states that only imported or visible properties may become applicable. As shown by example 2, the structure of a (user) ontology may be quite different from the one of a standard ontology she references. Nevertheless, a system storing the user ontology < O, M > may automatically answer queries against the standard ontology(ies) on which O is mapped.
4.
Ontology-based database
We call ontology-based data base (OBDB) a database (1) that explicitly represent an ontology, possibly including a mapping onto other ontologies, (2) whose schema refers to the ontology for each of its represented entities and properties and (3) whose each data may be interpreted in a consistent way using the meaning defined for the corresponding ontology entry. An OBDB is not required to populate either all the classes of its ontology or all the properties defined for a given class.
Formally, an OBDB is a quadruplet OBDB =< O m , I, Sch, P op >, where: (1) O is a PLIB ontology (O m =< O, M >); (2) I is the set of instances of the database; (3) Sch : C → 2 P associates to each ontology class c i of C the properties which are effectively used to describe the instances of the class c i ; (4) P op : C → 2 I that associates to each class (leaf class or not) those own instances. The following axiom, that states that only applicable properties for a class may be used for describing instances of this class, holds : The OntoDB architecture model we have proposed for OBDB, and prototyped in various environments, defines four different parts (see figure 2). The ontology part contains ontology definition as instances of the ontology model (that may be PLIB or any other model represented as a set of objets). In order to make the system generic with respect to ontology model evolution, the meta-schema part records, in a reflexive meta-model, both the ontology model (or models) and its own structure. The data part, contains description of object instances (belonging to the ontology domain) described in terms of ontology class belonging and ontology property values. But, unlike individuals of description logic that may be described by any number of class belonging and by any existing properties (if they are not associated with specific constraints) thus making difficult storage indexing, in the OntoDB model instance data must obey to two assumptions. (A1) Each instance must belong to one only class, called its base class (and to all of its superclasses). (A2) Each instance may be only described by properties that are applicable property for its base class. With these two assumptions, each class may be associated with a view of which each row describes an instance that defines this class as its base class, and of which columns are the subset of applicable properties that were selected to constitute the schema of this class. Finally, the meta-base part (that allows in any DBMS to record data schema) is used for recording how the above view is defined on terms of table structure.
Conclusion
The PLIB integration approach allows both: (1) an autonomy of the various data sources, each one having its own ontology, and (2)an automatic integration. To the best of my knowledge, It is the first approach that fulfil these two conditions. An increasing number of B2B e-commerce actors are moving in the direction of PLIB.
